
By: Amel Al-Ariqi

HAJJA, June 3 — Water resources in
Hajja have drained sharply after some
locals have started selling water illegal-
ly to qat famers.

Khiran and Aslam are the main two
districts where over one million citizens
are facing water crises because surface
water from the Al-Safy Valley has dried
up, and the wide-spread digging of ille-
gal wells.

“The situation is incredible here,”
said Sraj Aldeen Al-Maqri, a Hajja resi-
dent.

“Lands owners start to dig wells to get
water and sell it to neighboring regions
where they plant qat after the valley
dries.”

The digging of unauthorized wells
started two years ago, when some locals
in the districts began selling water to qat
farmers instead of using it to water their
crops.

“It’s very painful,” Al-Maqri added.
“The two regions were famous for plant-
ing mango and aromatic herbs, and
exporting their agricultural products to
neighboring countries.  Now, due to the
illegal sale of water, as well as the ran-
dom digging of wells, water is con-
sumed rapidly. There are signs of agri-
cultural activities leveling off and
depleting.”

According to Al-Maqri, some vil-
lagers sell water for fast income. “The
owner of a well can gain YR 100,000
(500 US dollars) a day,” he said.

However, the temporary profitability
of water sales harms ordinary farmers,
and threatens the area with “a certain
dryness.”

The districts, located 100 km from
Hajja City, lack a reticulated water sup-
ply for sanitation, so locals get all of
their water the old-fashioned way- fetch-
ing it from rainwater harvesting systems,
springs and wells.

“We have had less rainfall since last
year. So our valley and springs are
almost dry,” said Mohammed Ibrahim,
the father of seven children. “I don’t
know if we will get water to drink for the
coming months,” he added.

“When the diggers come to drill and
take the water, it is like taking blood
from my veins,” said Mohammed

Huseen Slama one of the elders in the
Khiran district.

He pointed out that the diggers work
24 hours a day, reaching up to 50 meters
under the ground. “Some wells have
already been exhausted.”

Local Council Member Abdul Slam
Al-Bakri and Abdul Krim Alaslmi, a
member of parliament, criticized the
government for not applying the law
which prevents selling water to qat farm-
ers or digging random wells.  They also
called for punishment for law breakers.

The Yemeni government issued a law
in 2002, banning the sale of water for
planting qat.  The law has not yet been
activated, according to the Ministry of
Water and Environment.

Agriculture accounts for about 90 per-
cent of Yemen’s groundwater consump-
tion, and at least 30 percent of it is used
just for growing qat.

Agriculture experts say 20 to 30 per-
cent of wasted water can be saved each
year by applying modern irrigation tech-
niques such as sprinkler irrigation, drip
systems and micro tube-bubbler sys-
tems. However, the low cost of pumping
water from wells gives farmers little
incentive to adopt these techniques.

By: Salma Ismail

SANA’A, June 3 — The death of a
Yemeni detainee in the Guantanamo Bay
detention center in Cuba last Monday fur-
ther stresses the urgency to shut down the
controversial center and return its illegal-
ly-held detainees to their countries.

Muhammad Ahmad Abdullah Salih,
31, also known as Al-Hanashi or Prisoner
Number 78, had been held in
Guantanamo since February 2002. The
cause of death is yet to be confirmed.

Although he was accused by the
Pentagon of training in Afghanistan for a
‘holy war against the US,’ he was never
even granted a trial to find out if he was
innocent or guilty. Instead, he was
detained until his death without charges.

Despite media reports pointing to Salih
having committed suicide, Guantanamo
medical records indicate he had wasted
away as a result of repeatedly going on
hunger strike.

According to these documents, Salih
arrived in Guantanamo as a 5 foot 7 man
weighing in 124 pounds in February
2002, shortly after his 24th birthday. His
Guantánamo weight chart shows that in
late 2005 he had wasted away to just 86

pounds. David H. Remes, a lawyer who
represents 16 other Yemeni prisoners at
Guantánamo, said that Al-Hanashi had
been one of seven prisoners kept in a psy-
chiatric ward at the prison and that he had
been force-fed in a restraint chair. Remes
said all the detainees in the psychiatric
ward were kept under sedation.

About 100 of the 240 detainees held in
the Gitmo detention center, which US
President Barack Obama has promised to
close next January, are from Yemen.

Despite intensive diplomatic discus-
sions in recent months, and the Yemeni
government’s promise to put released
prisoners through a rehabilitation pro-
gram, the US administration remains
unconvinced the nation is capable of
absorbing a group of men that officials
believe includes “hardened extremists.”

The Yemeni government rejects US
criticism of its record in combating ter-
rorism and insists that it can successfully
handle its detainees, who now make up
the largest national contingent at
Guantanamo. It has however asked the
US to fund a Yemen-based rehabilitation
program.

Lawyers for the detainees, who note
that only four of the 101 Yemenis at

Guantanamo have been charged with any
crime, said the US should either prose-
cute or release the others. Much of the
information about the detainees remains
classified.

Although it is yet not clear whether or
not Al-Hanashi committed suicide,
human rights activists and defense
lawyers have said that many detainees are

depressed and suicidal because they are
placed under strict isolation.

An autopsy of Salih is still pending,
and a “cultural advisor” is overseeing the
remains, which will be repatriated to
Yemen after the postmortem

An embassy representative left for
Guantanamo on Tuesday will work
“closely with the US government” to

quickly repatriate the body, according to
a press release issued by the Yemeni
embassy in Washington D.C.

The Yemeni Embassy representative
will oversee that the remains of the
deceased detainee are being treated in
accordance to Islamic customs.

“We will work closely with the US
government to repatriate the remains of
the deceased as soon as possible,” said
the Yemeni Embassy in Washington in its
press release. “We extend our deepest
condolences to the family of the
deceased.”

“In addition, this incident demon-
strates the urgency of closing the deten-
tion facility at Guantánamo Bay,” it
stressed.

Obama, who is visiting the region, will
also likely be looking for help from Saudi
Arabia on the dilemma of what to do with
some 100 Yemeni detainees locked up in
Guantanamo Bay prison.

Discussions over where to send the
Yemeni detainees have delayed plans to
close the prison. The US has been hesi-
tant to send them home because of
Yemen’s history of either releasing
extremists or allowing them to escape
from prison.

Instead, the Obama administration has
been negotiating with Saudi Arabia and
Yemen for months to send them to Saudi
terrorist rehabilitation centers. Saudi
Arabia has one of the most successful
jihadist rehabilitation programs in the
world.

The American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) called on President Obama
Tuesday to launch an investigation into
the circumstances of Salih’s death.

“Tragic deaths like this one have
become all too common in a system that
locks up detainees indefinitely without
charge or trial,” ACLU attorney Ben
Wizner said in a statement. Four
detainees who killed themselves in 2006
and 2007 were found hanging, three of
whom were Saudis and one a Yemeni.

Yemen “is looking forward to cooper-
ate closely with the US administration to
expedite President Obama’s decision to
close Guantanamo,” the embassy state-
ment said.

The Pentagon’s status report on
Salih reported: “When the detainee gets
released, he hopes to go back to Yemen
and get married. Once married, the
detainee intends to go to school and
become a history or geography teacher.”

By: Mohammed Bin Sallam

SANA’A, June 3 — A protest in the
Lahj governorate deemed, “A Huge
Protest of Rage” is expected today with
the intention of pressuring the govern-
ment to free people detained  for their
participation in demonstrations since
May 21.

“We call on all our noble citizens, the
sons of Hawta, Tuban and other nearby
districts in Radfan, Yafea, Mesaimer
and Tawr Al-Baha, to take part in the
‘Huge Protest of Rage,’ scheduled to
take place in the Hawta area on
Thursday. The protest is intended to
press the government to release all the
detainees and fulfill our demands,” said
a statement by the so-called
“Components of Peaceful Struggle” in
the Hawta and Tuban districts.

At least four Yemenis, including a
policeman, were killed in two days of
clashes between police and protesters
last weekend. Another 13 people were
wounded in exchanges of fire on
Saturday and Sunday, which followed
demonstrations in the southern
province of Lahj. Witnesses said police
exchanged fire with demonstrators car-
rying banners with anti-government
slogans, and posters of Ali Nasser
Mohammed, the former president of
South Yemen.

From his side, Hassan Zaid, chair-
man of the Higher Council of the Joint
Meeting Parties (JMP), and also the
Secretary-General of the Haq Party,
urged authorities to stop cracking down
on peaceful political activists. He said

massive crackdowns left citizens
homeless.

Last week, the ruling General
People’s Congress (GPC) accused JMP
of standing behind political protests in
the southern and eastern governorates.

Amid the protests and violence, for-
mer Yemeni Ambassador to
Mauritania, Qasim Askar Jubran, 58,
appeared before a Sana’a-based court
specializing in security and terrorism
on Tuesday. He is suspected of fuelling
sedition and instigating separatists in
South Yemen.

During the hearing, the Attorney-
General accused Jubran of committing
criminal acts with the intention of hurt-
ing unity, sparking sedition, and risking
social security and peace.

He is also charged with constitution-
al violations and instigating armed dis-
obedience against authorities in 2007
and again in April, 2009.  Jubran
refused to respond to the indictment,
saying “The court is unconstitutional
and has no legal authorization.”

Evidence filed by prosecution
against the defendant included speech-
es, documents,  a handout titled
“Project on the Vision of Peaceful
Struggle Movement for the Southern
Issue & Future of South Yemen’s
People,” and a form of affiliation with
the Supreme National Council for
Liberating and Restoring State of
South Yemen. The First Instance
Tribunal scheduled the trial of Jubran
for June 9.

In a letter read before the judge,
Jubran said, “I was arrested in Aden
while taking part in a peaceful struggle
for sons of the South. My issue is polit-
ical and I was referred to the First
Instance Court, which contravenes
international conventions and agree-
ments and human rights covenants.”

“Therefore, I refuse to respond to
any questions or charges you direct to
me.  Understand that use of force to
bring me to Sana’a will never compel
me to change my mind about the fair
issue of my people.”

The trail of Jubran came just one day
after 13 other people were tried for
charges of hurting security in the
southern governorate of Abyan, and
involvement in an armed band to carry
out criminal acts against army person-
nel at checkpoints and government
facilities.

Jubran’s defense advocate, Jamal Al-
Jaabi, withdrew from the case, calling
the court unconstitutional. Al-Jaabi
also said that Jubran refused to give
any information since the charges
attributed to his client are political, and
his case is politicized.

Security authorities transferred
Jubran to Sana’a after they arrested
him in Aden last May. The southern
governorates have witnessed demon-
strations almost every day since March
2006, demanding that the government
reinstate nearly 70 thousand military
and civil servants who lost their jobs in
the 1994 Civil War. Their demands
include a call to separate South Yemen
from the north.
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Protests, trials continue Water sale to cause drought in Hajja

Hajja lacks a reticulated water supply for sanitation, so locals obtain water
the old-fashioned way- fetching it from rainwater harvesting systems. Hajja
is facing sharp water scarcity due to the illegal sale of water to qat farmers.

Yemeni detainee found dead in Guantanamo

Yemenis across the country repeatedly stage protests demanding the country’s
101 Gitmo detainees be returned home and the illegal prison be shut down
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Section I.  Invitation for Bids
Tender Advertisement no. (14) 2009]for 1st Time

(One Envelope System - Technical + Financial)

The [Yemen Gulf  of Aden Ports Corporation — Port of Aden ] here announces
its desire to invite bidders to Tender no. (  14   ) for supplying [One No.  Twin Screw
Fast Pilot boat for Port of Aden ] which will be financed from:

Government source.
Bidders who are willing to participate in this Tender have to submit written
applications to [Tender committee Secretary] to receive Bidding Documents for an
amount [30,000YR] non-refundable. Bidders have to apply during the official
working hours at [Yemen Gulf  of Aden Ports Corporation — Port of Aden-
Tawahi
Tel : 00 967 02 20200168
Fax: 00 967 02 201541
YGAPCplanning@y.net.ye
The deadline for selling BDs will be on [27th  june 2009]
Bids must be be submitted in sealed envelopes addressed to the Chairman of the
Board Executive Charirman. The following documents must be contained in the bid:
1- A Bank Guarantee for a lump sum (60.000 USD for one pilot boat) (Sixty

Thousand American Dollars.) Bank guarantee has to be valid for not less than
150 days from date of Bid Opening. Bank guarantee may be substituted with a
payable cheque.

2- Valid tax certificate (A foreign bidder who is not already doing business in
Yemen may provide a copy of the appropriate VAT registration document
from his home country.)

3- Valid Insurance Certificate. (Insurance certificate is required only from firms with
employees in Yemen who are entitled to benefits from the Public
Enterprise for Social Security in Yemen)

4- Valid registration and classification certificate. (In the event of an award of
contract if the successful firm is not already registered it will be required to
evidence registration with the concerned Entity in Yemen as a requirement
forcontract effectiveness.)

A foreign bidder may provide the equivalent documents indicated in 2, 3 and 4 from
its country of registration as appropriate.
The Dead line for submission and bids opening will be (Wednesday  ) at  [11:00 Am]
on 1 july2009 ]. Bids received after this deadline will be returned unopened..
Bid Opening will take place at [the Office Chairman Executive — Headquarters]
and at the same time mentioned above, in presence of bidders or their authorized
representatives.
Potential bidders may inspect BDs before purchasing during working hours for a
period   27  days  starting from advertisement.

VACANCY
ANNOUNCEMENT

The position of Administration coordinator in one of the
leading travel companies is vacant for immediate
employment. The office is located in Sana'a, the incumbent
should have the following main working knowledge:

HE or SHE should be:
1- Responsible for secretary work of the General Manager.
2- Administrative work of the office.
3- Responsible for all the Arabic and English

correspondence.

Qualification Required:
University Degree preferred in Business
Management/Commerce.

Professional and personal skills required:
1- Fluent written English and Arabic skills.
2- Excellent computer Literacy : Word, Excel, Power Point

and Internet.
3- More than 2 Years Experience in Secretary work.
4- Able to work under pressure.
5- Working hours 8am-1pm and 4pm-7:30pm
6- Good team player.

Any interested applicant should send his/her CV with a
recent photo attached to anwar320@hotmail.com before
15/06/2009.

M�dcins du Monde — Yemen

Vacancy:
Project  assistant

Responsibilities:
1. Assisting the coordinators in the follow up of the

projects, and liaise with field personal.
2. Networking facilitation: to liaise with National & Local

authorities, local NGO�s, community representatives,
population in targeted areas.

3. Legal formalities facilitation: to facilitate legal
registration and approval of legal documents with the
relevant ministries and administration offices

4. Following Logistic procedures and requirements

Qualifications:
1. Fluent in Arabic and in English
2. Ability to write reports in English and in Arabic
3. Excellent command in computers
4. Good knowledge of the INGO legal environment in

Yemen is essential
5. Previous working experience in an NGO is compulsory
6. Diplomatic, able to communicate with a variety of

people
7. Willing to travel extensively on project location
8. Good sense of organization and ability to work in a team

is essential

Applications (CV & letters of interest) should be sent by e-mail
at: recruitment_mdm_yemen@yahoo.fr
No applications received after May 25 will be considered.

Vacant Position
An administrative officer position is available at the Thani
Dubai Mining Yemen Al Mukalla office. The major
responsibility of this vacancy includes the administrative
and financial management of the company�s Al Mukalla
office.

Interested parties can forward their CVs in English to
jduplessis@thanigroup.com and adubee@thanigroup.com
before or on 8 June 2009.

Interviews will be scheduled for 12 June 2009 in AL-
Makalla

Minimum requirements:
• Fluent (speak, read and write) in English and

Arabic
• Logistical experience
• Financial experience
• Working knowledge — MS Office
• Valid drivers license

By: Mahmoud Assamiee

SANA’A,  June 3 — Yemeni qualified
and non qualified laborers now have
more opportunities to work in
neighboring Gulf states, said Minister
of Planning and International
Cooperation Abdulkarim Al-Arhabi.

Speaking to state-run Yemen New
Agency (Saba), Al-Arhabi highlighted
the decision made by the Gulf
Consultative Summit, held a few
weeks ago in Riyadh, which gives
priority to Yemeni laborers above other
nationalities when competing for
employment opportunities in Gulf
states.

Al-Arhabi also indicted that there is
a chance for Yemeni nonqualified labor

to be employed in Gulf countries. He
explained that the existing 80 percent
of unqualified laborers working in Gulf
countries are from Bangladesh,
Pakistan, and other Asian countries.
This policy may potentially expand to
include Yemeni unqualified laborers.

Meanwhile, another recent decision
by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to
favor Yemeni laborers sparked hoped
for many unemployed Yemeni
workers, state-owned media indicated.

"Surely, Yemen will benefit from the
Saudi decision of  abandoning  Bengali
labors of the construction sector in
favor of Yemenis is indicative that
there is a truthful desire from our
brothers in GCC [Gulf  Cooperation
Council] countries to give Yemeni

labors priority in their labor markets,"
said Deputy Minister of Social and
Labor Affairs for Labor Force Affairs
Sha'ef Sagheer.

He added that Yemen and GCC
countries signed a treaty on this issue,
giving qualified Yemeni laborers
priority.

He also said the government has
prepared a strategy in coordination
with Saudis to qualify Yemeni labors
and train them to meet conditions
required by Gulf labor markets.

The international community in
Yemen is also very supportive of
government measures to help Yemeni
laborers find employment
opportunities in neighboring countries.
The International Labor Organization

is currently leading efforts to work
with the Yemeni government and social
partners towards providing decent
employment opportunities for the
Yemeni workforce in Yemen and
beyond.

On a local level, the Yemeni
government held a cabinet meeting to
review measures to accelerate the
integration of Yemeni workers into
Gulf labor markets. The meeting
approved the next steps that need to be
taken by the various government
agencies and their partners, including
training, advisory services, and
technical assistance.

The cabinet also took measures to
fulfill the various conditions mandated
by Gulf countries to employ Yemenis.

The first of these is for Yemen to
establish specialized centers to train
and qualify Yemeni laborers in
accordance with current and future
skill shortages in Gulf countries.

The cabinet delegated these
responsibilities to the Ministry of
Social Affairs and Labor and the
Ministry of Technical Education and
Vocational Training.  English and
computer skills were identified as areas
in need of improvement.

"We will work during the next three
months on training over 10,000 cadres
of local labor to meet requirements of
local markets of qualified labors," said
Sagheer.

Other steps included were
introducing English language and

computer curricula to the current
mainstream education system in order
to improve the skills of graduates as
per future needs in Gulf countries.

There are no comprehensive
statistics about the numbers of Yemeni
laborers who work in Gulf states
currently, or on laborers who returned
from these countries in 1990 due to
Yemen's stance on the first Gulf War.
However, estimates indicate that were
over 2.5 million Yemenis working in
Gulf states prior to 1991, the majority
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

According to estimates, 1.2 million
returned in 1990 and 1991 following
Gulf states' restrictions on renewing
residential permits for Yemenis on
political grounds.

Yemeni laborers to return to gulf markets

By: Khaled Al-Hilaly

SANA'A, June 3 — To counter an expect-
ed decline in tourism after the world
financial crisis, Arab ministers of tourism
met in Sana'a last week to discuss ways to
more actively attract tourists from each
others countries to keep the sector afloat.

Although the tourism industry in the
Middle East has been less affected by the
financial crisis than the rest of the world
so far in 2009, experts expect a depression
in the tourism sector in some of the
region's countries during the second half
of 2009 and 2010.

The increase of terrorist attacks and the
outbreak of swine flu may also add an
extra burden on the sector in the region,
said Yemeni Prime Minister Ali Hussein
Mujawar at the Arab Ministers of Tourism
Council held in Sana'a last week.

Despite the financial crisis, the United
Nations World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO) has declared the Middle East

to have shown the best performance in
tourism worldwide in 2008, with 11 per-
cent growth in international tourist
arrivals in 2008 compared to the previous
year.

However, some countries in the region,
including Yemen, have declared that the
credit crunch has already has already a
negative impact on tourism in Yemen,
with a decline in the number of tourists
coming to Yemen and a rise in hotel book-
ing cancellations.

The impact of the crisis included a
decline in foreign currency influx and the
dismissal of some employees from tour
companies and hotels, according to a
February 2009 Ministry of Tourism
report. Investment projects declined from
27 projects in 2007 and 12 projects in
2008.

"We are still at the beginning and to
achieve our goals we need to have to ben-
efit of other people's experience,” said
Mujawar, referring to Yemen's ability to

overcome the negative consequences of
the global financial crisis by training
more Yemenis to work in the tourist sec-
tor.

To improve the quality of service in
tourism and attract more tourists from the
region, the Ministry of Tourism has
signed an agreement with the
International Hospitality Academy (IHA)
in Lebanon to open a branch in Yemen to
train Yemenis to work as hosts, guides
and managers in the hospitality and
tourism sectors.

According to Minister of Tourism
Nabil Al-Faqih, the agreement comes
within his ministry's plans to enhance the
skills of Yemeni personnel in the tourism
sector to meet the increasing demand in
the local market and from neighboring
Gulf countries.

The new Yemeni branch of IHA will
open in September 2009, according to Dr.
Amjad Naboulsi, head of the IHA, and
the training will begin with tailor-made

courses in hospitality and food and bever-
age. Other Arab countries are expected to
follow suit.

Based on the world airports passenger
traffic data in the first two months of
2009, the Middle East is the least affected
by the global crisis so far. It was the only
region with a positive traffic growth of
3.1 percent.

As the economic crisis is expected to
continue well into 2009 and probably
beyond, the UNWTO’s forecast for this
year is for an even more modest perform-
ance. International tourism is expected to
stop progressing or even decline by up to
2 percent during the year. The Americas
and Europe expected to be the most
affected regions.

In Asia and the Pacific, results are
expected to be positive, although growth
will continue to be much slower com-
pared with the region’s performance in
recent years, and the same applies to
Africa and the Middle East.

Inter-Arab tourism to counter effects of financial crisis

By: Alice Hackman

SANA'A, June 3 — Towards ending cor-
poral punishment in Yemen, Save the
Children and the Ministry of Education
last week held discussions with up to 200
parents on non-violent methods to make
their children behave.

Supported by the United Nations'
Children's Fund, the four-day training
sessions targeted mothers and fathers of
pupils from 30 schools in Sana'a, Aden,
Taiz and Lahj, to reinforce similar work-
shops with their teachers earlier this
spring.

Although corporal punishment is
banned in Yemeni schools by ministerial
decree, it is still lawful at home, and
researcher Dr. Abdullah Al-Yahri recent-
ly found that up to 80 percent of mothers
in rural areas use the method to disci-
pline their children.

Not only does the practice adversely
affect a child's cognitive development
and progress in school, researchers have
found, but its persistence at home also
undermines efforts to expel the detri-
mental practice from educational institu-
tions.

"We changed the teacher's thinking in
schools, but it's good to have cooperation
between parents and teachers to diminish
violence against children," said Aisha
Saeed, protection program specialist at
Save the Children.

"We learnt to listen to our children,
and encourage them," said Saeed Ghalib,
a father of five from Lahj who took part
in the training. "I sometimes used to hit
my children if they did something very
bad, but now I would guide them so as
not to do it again."

"What is prevalent from the training is
that, in bringing up their children, par-

ents repeat the way they were brought
up," said trainer Abdulghafoor Ali, who
holds a MA in Education and
Psychology and has been taking part in
the training in Aden.

Save the Children’s latest study has
found that over 92 percent of parents sur-
veyed used forms of humiliating punish-
ment to discipline their children-
although in most cases combined with
other positive methods, while up to 26
percent of their children approved physi-
cal and humiliating punishment to make
them learn.

The best way to break the cycle of
abusive behaviors towards the next gen-
eration is to hold continuous training ses-
sions to provide alternatives, he said.
Especially for those with little or no edu-
cation, reference to Islamic teachings is
very effective.

"In one Hadith, the Prophet said to

teach your children to pray when they are
seven, and beat them if they don't when
they are ten," he explained. "But the
Prophet used a suwak [small wooden
stick to brush one's teeth], not a stick. It
meant: Advise your children."

"Many parents lead a very difficult
life, are jobless and fight to feed their
children," added trainer Ilham Raidan,
social worker in a school on the outskirts
of Aden with an MA in Social Sciences.
"When they come home, they are angry
and tend to take it out on their children.
But parents have been extremely respon-
sive to the training."

Two to three parents from each of the
30 targeted schools attended the training,
and are expected to return home and tell
others what they have learnt. Through
this ripple effect, Save the Children and
the ministry's trainers hope to reach as
many parents as possible.

A healthy dose of affection
Training focused on listening to children,
encouraging them and showing them
affection. A loving environment encour-
ages development, and fathers in partic-
ular were encouraged to be more demon-
strative with their sons and daughters.

"I tried to motivate the fathers to show
affection to there children," said Ali. "We
fathers tend to want to show our sons
that they should be strong, that they
should be men, but we should also show
them that we love them."

"I never hit my children, they are like
my brothers and sisters," said father of
five Mohammad Mohsen from Lahj.
"But I benefited hugely by learning
about how to treat children according to
their age and mentality."

Save the Children hopes to expand
teacher and parent training to the nation-
al level in the future, said Saeed, but for

now the organization will conduct an
impact study to evaluate the project's
success in the four targeted gover-
norates.

Although corporal punishment is law-
ful at home in Yemen, children are legal-
ly protected from violence and abuse by
the 2002 Children’s Rights Act and the
1994 Yemeni Penal Code, according to
grassroots initiative End Corporal
Punishment.

Yemen ratified the United Nation's
Convention of the Rights of the Child,
which protects children from violence
and abuse, in 1991.

Despite legislation proposals, Israel is
the only country in the Middle East to
have prohibited corporal punishment at
home, according to End Corporal
Punishment. In contrast, 13 out of 22
countries in the region have banned the
practice in schools.

Parents break cycle of corporal punishment
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MTN launched its 21 day campaign in many gover-
norates around the republic to provide social services to
the community. The campaign which will last until 22
June 2009, includes more than 800 MTN employee
working on 17 service projects funded and supervised
by the company.

The campaign also aims at including the private sec-
tor in local development and supporting the state’s
efforts in this field especially with regards to sustainable
development. Therefore, the campaign includes service
oriented projects  whether in environment, healthcare,
sports, culture, education, and social fields. It also
includes mobilizing youth to clean their environment
and inside the mosques and to paint some schools as
well as traffic awareness and fighting malaria.

MTN has dedicated a pressroom where it showcases
its various activities including a photography and mul-
timedia show.

Last year MTN received the first place among 21
mobile operators in 21 countries.

Islah Charity branch in
Sa’ada honored last week
UNICEF Yemen country
representative Aboudou
Karimou as a token of
appreciation for the
organization work in
treatment nutrition
UNICEF provided for the
community in the gover-
norate and the efforts to
improve the health care
inst8ution’s infrastruc-
ture to provide nutrition
services on continuous
basis.
The charity is requesting
the local authority and
UNICEF to extend the
project for one year so
that the capacities of the
staff working in this proj-
ect is built and they are
able to continue the good
work of UNICEF in the
governorate.

MTN Social service campaign

UNICEF appreciated in Sa’ada
TTTThhhheeee iiii rrrr NNNNeeeewwwwssss
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Internews started its projects in
Yemen late compared to other coun-
tries around the world. Why the
delay? And what are your projects in
Yemen?
Internews works on media develop-
ment all around the world. We started
working in Yemen since July 2008
through a radio production unit project
with the Women Media Forum. This is
the first solid Internews project in
Yemen, aiming to create professional
media documentaries to be broadcasted
by local radio stations about communi-
ty issues.

We also are holding a number of
awareness raising sessions to address
gender inequalities in Yemen, and
bring women’s voices to the forefront.
Internews Network is empowering
Yemeni youth and media professionals
to explore sensitive issues related to
gender, society, and human rights. 

We had some workshops and train-

ings in Yemen some years ago but
nothing as concrete as the ongoing
project. In 2004 we had funded and co-
organized training on economic jour-
nalism with the Yemeni Journalists
Syndicate.

Seven years ago we started targeting
the Middle East region. All our country
directors are Arabic-speaking so that
we can ensure adequate communica-
tion with all partners.

Don’t you think it is rather ambi-
tious to start with a production unit
when the law to allow privately
broadcast media is not even on the
horizon?
This is where you are wrong. Yemen is
country that leaps bounds into the
future, and Yemenis have to be ready
when it happens. This is why we are
working with media organizations in
Yemen to prepare Yemeni media today
for when the opportunity knocks on
their door. 

We do not interfere with the contents
of the unit's productions or the every-
day running of the project. We feel that
our role is to facilitate and provide
resources so that local capacity is
strengthened through such projects. 

At the beginning of the project, we
had five town hall meetings in Sana’a,
Aden, Taiz, Hadramout and Hodeida
with local radio stations, journalists
and general public to identify the list of

topics that people need to know about. 
We worked with local activists and

media professionals to address these
issues which do not receive much
media attention. Through the project,
“Yemeni Voices: Women and Youth in
Support of Free Media,” Internews
Network has created the first ever dig-
ital radio production unit in Yemen.

Young people and professional jour-
nalists are trained and will receive
more practical training in radio produc-

tion, and the project will culminate
with the production of 15 thirty-minute
radio programs, which will be aired on
national and mainstream media. The
programs will be based on the issues
raised in the town hall meetings. 

The first program about begging is
already in its final stages, and Radio
Sana'a will be broadcasting it soon.
This sort of syndication has not hap-
pened ever before in Yemen. We have
also provided them with training in
marketing because we are working for
tomorrow, a time when the unit is on its
own, so that they can to cover their
own expenses from their productions
until a time comes when a license to
create radio stations is granted. 

There are so many opportunities in
the Yemeni market for media and a
project is never too ambitious or too
advanced. And our experience with
syndication for radio has proved for us.

We also trained them on the use of
internet in broadcasting and web
design, recording, editing, mixing, and
writing radio stories.

I believe that permission for private-
ly broadcast media will come within
the next two years. But why not take
advantage of the time [we have] and
learn the technology. In fact, the pro-
duction unit we are sponsoring has
already signed agreements with exist-
ing radio stations in Yemen through
which the unit’s production would be
broadcasted.

How can you say that Yemen is leap-
ing bounds into the future when
internet penetration does not even
exceed two percent?
I am saying this because I see how
quickly technology is spreading across
the country, and especially among
youth. With the increase in demand the
price comes down and so technology
becomes more accessible to the mass-
es.

I know, as you mentioned, that inter-
net penetration is not that high, but
consider this: Have you compared

internet access today to what it was
five years ago? Today you can access
internet through mobile phones, when
just a few years ago dial-up connection
was a luxury only accessible to few.

There are also already some internet-
based radio broadcasting stations such
as Shabab.net. This simply means that
there are Yemenis working in this
direction. This is a positive step for
Yemen's development, particularly
Yemen's media, and I am very opti-
mistic that Yemeni media can adapt
quickly to new technologies and use
them for the betterment of the society. 

New projects will help employment
through creating new jobs. They will
help spread education and awareness
and allow for new ideas and more
information to get across to people.

Does this mean that you are open to
project proposals from Yemeni
media, even if they sound expensive
or ambitious?
As long as it the project's objective is
media development, we are open to it.
We are not the type of organization that
has a few training courses here and
there, and then leaves the country. 

The way we operate is to accept pro-
posals from local partners. The propos-
als have to explain how the project
meets Internews goals of media devel-
opment, promoting freedom of expres-
sion, professional journalism, and so
on.

It is our belief that when you build a
good journalist, you are building a
community of professional journalists
on the long term. Internews funds
training programs in Sana'a to empow-
er a few local non-government organi-
zations. 

This is an open invitation, and you
have my word on that. We are ready to
help, provided we are asked to, and we
have done it before in many places and
were very successful.

What about media college students?
How could their education be
improved to allow better graduates
in the professional world?  
Let me tell you about an experience we
had in Amman, Jordan, with media col-
lege students at Al-Yarmouk
University. 

We supported them to create their
own radio station and it was a huge
success. It was not a political station
and yet it was widely listened to. There
were so many responses from listeners
saying that we were touching their
lives and providing them with interest-
ing content. 

Once these students graduated, they
found jobs immediately as their experi-
ence was quite professional.

What do you want to do in Yemen?
We want to encourage the transfer of
professional know-how from genera-
tion to generation and from success
story to new projects, whether within
the country or from outside the coun-
try, so that we don't have to start from
scratch, but rather build on previous
successes.We are already supporting
this radio production unit, we are sup-
porting a number of training courses on
specific topics, and we are yet to start
the new large-scale project in Yemen
once we get the right proposal.

What is attractive about journalists
in Yemen is that they are so eager to
learn and improve. They know what
they need to learn, have very specific
objectives, and are ready to go any-
where in order to be given the tools to
learn. So we provide them with the
expertise, the training and the tools,
and this makes for a good success story
of the transfer of know-how.

And what does media in Yemen need
to develop?
I think they need specific training on
new trends in media, especially new
media. At the same time, we need to
continue with basic skills because there
is huge disparity in the level of profes-
sionalism among Yemeni journalists.
And do not forget the new-comers to
the media world who need to start with

the basics. 
Yemeni journalists need to learn

about advocacy media and how to
campaign and lobby for important
development issues. We have given
similar training in other countries and
have done a good job there. 

Yemen needs more investigative
journalism, more online media, as well
as more space for blogs and definitely
radio broadcasting, because it is the
media form with maximum outreach.

Finally, there is the law issue. We
have helped many countries to develop
media laws, including in some Arab
countries. We are ready to do it here
and are open to cooperating with all
international and national organiza-
tions working in media development. 

But there are already so many
national and international organiza-
tions working in media. Why should
another project be launched, in
training, capacity building, or legis-
lation?
First of all, the media situation in
Yemen needs help from all and there
can never be too much support. The
other issue is that Internews works for
sustainable media development, in the
sense that we work to empower local
media organizations on the long run in
large scale projects. We don't just pro-
vide one or two weeks training here

and there.
Moreover, we also focus on income

generation through marketing and
advertising in local media. We con-
ducted training last month in media
marketing in Yemen. It was the first
program of its kind, ion the country,

and the first of many to come. There
were some training sessions before on
newspaper sales, but not through the
concepts of advertising, branding and
media marketing.

Like I told you earlier, new media is
coming to Yemen, and now is the time
to capitalize on the new opportunities.
Imagine how the situation ten years
ago was with regards to technology in
the media.

There is a world of technology in
Yemen. You even have V-sat technolo-
gy, and there are high-tech services
available. With the increase in sub-
scribers, the cost will come down.
Think about how the situation will be
five years from now. Media owners
have to think from now in a different
way in order to meet the demands of
tomorrow.

Is there a technology risk when
opening to new technology and mak-
ing it accessible to anyone?

Never. Technology is inevitable and
we cannot hold it back thinking it is too
risky. Modernization will help Yemen
come in line with the rest of the world
and save time in development. 

Yemeni society is ready for new
technology. 

We just need to adjust current laws
and practices to accommodate the
developments of tomorrow. It is not

just about independent media, private
television and radio stations, but about
envisaging what will be required
tomorrow and adjusting media law and
practices to accommodate these
changes soon to become reality in
Yemen.

Internews Yemen Akram El-Neis to Yemen Times:
“Yemen is a country that leaps bounds into the future 

and Yemenis should be ready when it happens.”

IInternews Network is an international media development
organization whose mission is to empower local media
worldwide to give people the news and information they
need, the ability to connect, and the means to make their
voices heard. It has projects in 35 countries around the world

including Yemen. Nadia Al-Sakkaf met with Yemen’s Internews proj-
ect director Akram El-Neis and conducted the following interview.

About Internews 
Information is the power that can
change the world. We are in the
midst of a revolution in human com-
munication that is profoundly
reshaping our future. Yet, for nearly
half the planet, the promise of this
revolution has not been fulfilled. 
Formed in 1982, Internews Network
is an organization headquartered in
California. It has worked in over 70
countries, and currently has offices
in 35 countries in Africa, Asia,
Europe, the Middle East, and North
America. Internews Network is a
founding member of Internews
International, an umbrella organiza-
tion, based in Paris, made up of 12
media development ngos. 
Since inception, Internews has
worked with 5,500 radio and televi-
sion stations and print publications.
Internews activities include: 
• Training. Internews has trained

over 70,000 people in journal-
ism, production and manage-
ment skills, including over
10,000 in 2007 alone. For more
advanced students, Internews
offers training in topics such as
computer graphics, media law,
and investigative journalism.

• Production. To strengthen the

independent media sector,
Internews works with local
media professionals to produce
original, high-quality program-
ming. Last year this came to
6,200 hours of television and
radio programming, with a com-
bined potential audience of near-
ly 300 million radio listeners and
nearly 200 million TV viewers.

• Media infrastructure. Internews
provides a broad range of infra-
structure support to enable inde-
pendent media to provide vital
news and information, including
providing journalists and stations
with production equipment, cre-
ating production studios, and
building radio stations from the
ground up.

• Media law and policy. To allow
independent media to fulfill their
“watchdog” function, Internews
has worked for the adoption and
implementation of fair media
laws and policies in 21 countries.

As part of its work fostering inde-
pendent media and access to infor-
mation, Internews has developed
special global programs in health
journalism, environmental journal-
ism, humanitarian media, informa-
tion and communications technolo-
gy, and governance and transparen-
cy.

Akram El-Neis

With Taher Al-Harazi technical manager of the radio production unit.
According to El-Neis, Internews does not interfere with the contents of the
unit's productions or the everyday running of the project, as Internews’s role
is to facilitate and provide resources so that local capacity is strengthened
through such projects.

El-Neis with administrative and finance assistant Fares Anam. Internews
works for sustainable media development to empower local media organiza-
tions on the long run in large scale projects.

The radio production unit project with the Women Media Forum is the first solid Internews project in Yemen, aim-
ing to craeate professional media documentaries to be broadcasted by local radio stations about community issues.
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By: Mai Yamani 

IIn a prominent hadith, the
Prophet Mohammed said: "If
disorder threatens, take refuge
in Yemen." The Prophet was
referring to the prosperous and

civilized Yemen. But today disorder
and radicalization in Yemen are begin-
ning to infect Saudi Arabia, and thus
the safety of the world's largest oil pro-
ducer. 

The Prophet's hadith about Yemen
has enjoyed new resonance ever since
the 1980s, when Saudi Arabia - in line
with American policy - sought to
export domestic dissenters, most
prominently Osama bin Laden, a
Yemeni of Saudi birth, to fight Soviet
infidels in Afghanistan.Although dis-
sent was mostly diverted to
Afghanistan, bin Laden's most trusted
companions (his wife, too) have
remained mainly in Yemen. 

In the wake of the Taliban's ouster in
Afghanistan, bin Laden and his follow-
ers have come to regard Yemen, along-
side Pakistan, as a haven. Indeed,
Yemen is now a bubbling cauldron of
jihadists who have flocked there
because, like Afghanistan and
Pakistan, it has weak, easily manipu-
lated state institutions. 

US President Barack Obama's recent
order to shut down the Guantanamo
Bay detention facility has made the
problem of Yemen's weakness a lead-

ing international issue. One-third of the
Guantanamo detainees are Yemeni, but
Yemen cannot guarantee the United
States that the detainees will be con-
trolled effectively if they are returned
home. This fear is real. Many previ-
ously released Guantanamo inmates
have disappeared underground. 

Saudi Arabia, unlike Yemen, has
supposedly created a "model" system
for reintegrating Guantanamo
returnees. The Al-Munasaha rehabilita-
tion center is supposed to "cure"
jihadist passions, and Saudi returnees
from Guantanamo who spend time at
Al-Munasaha are later offered jobs and
wives. 

But many of them relapse and
escape to Yemen. Most notorious
among these recidivists is Abu Sufyan
al-Shihri, now "Deputy Leader of Al-
Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula."
Seven other Saudi jihadists who
escaped to Yemen are also known to be
active in Al-Qaeda there. 

Thus the two largest countries on the
Arabian Peninsula - Saudi Arabia, the
biggest in terms of landmass and oil
wealth, and Yemen in terms of popula-
tion - are now locked in life-and-death
struggles with internal enemies

The paradox is that, although the
threat to both countries is the same,
each is worsening the outlook for the
other by the policies they are pursuing. 

For example, in the 1980s, millions
of Yemeni men worked in the Saudi
kingdom. Remittance income formed a
big part of Yemen's budget. But in
1991, 800,000 Yemenis were expelled
because they were seen as a domestic
security threat in the run-up to the first
Gulf war. Since then, Yemeni labor has
been banned from Saudi Arabia. 

Embittered and unemployed, young
Yemeni men often become subject to
another Saudi policy gone awry - its
propagation for export of the Sunni
Wahhabi form of Islam. With new
Wahhabi religious schools popping up
everywhere in Yemen because of Saudi
financial support, it is small wonder
that the number of Yemeni jihadists has
grown exponentially. But Yemen, too,
is engaged in its own destructive poli-
cies. President Ali Abdullah Saleh has
regularly used Yemeni Wahhabis to
defeat his domestic opponents - first
the communists, then the Zaidis, and
then the Huthis. Saudi Arabia's rela-
tionship with Yemen is unlike that with
any other Arab country. The two coun-
tries are joined through historical, eth-
nic, and tribal ties, yet neither has the
means to resolve popular resentments
and resistance. Saudi Arabia's tradi-
tional "soft power" foreign policy tools
- lavish spending of oil money and
Daawa, "the Call," are no longer effec-

tive. Building fences and sending heli-
copters to police the borders will not be
sufficient, and the idea that jihadists
can be rehabilitated is a myth. No med-
icine will work if, when the patient is
released, he encounters the same virus:
institutionalized Wahhabism

Yet there are things the Saudis can
do to vaccinate themselves, and Yemen
as well, from fanaticism. The tentative
moves toward liberalization that King
Abdullah has made over the past two
years need to be accelerated, made
more daring, and become more effec-
tive in removing the Wahhabi ideology
as an incubator for radicalism. 

This should not be impossible,
because both Saudi Arabia and Yemen
have moderate, indigenous Islamic tra-
ditions that can be mobilized against
jihadism. If given the financial support
that the Wahhabis received, these
forces could reverse the current drift to
fanaticism. Both King Abdullah and
President Saleh understand the prob-
lem; they need to stop using the old
tactics and grasp the strategic need for
change. 

The first change is economic.
Instead of exporting radicalism, Saudi
Arabia must start importing Yemeni
manpower by lifting its ban on Yemeni
workers. Yemeni officials have also
requested admission to the Gulf
Cooperation Council. Up to now, the
GCC has spurned Yemen's member-
ship for the same reasons the European
Union fears admitting Turkey: Yemen
would instantly become the bloc's most
populous country. 

Indeed, Yemen's population exceeds
that of all six GCC members - Qatar,
Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates,
Bahrain, Oman, and Saudi Arabia -
combined. But if Yemen's masses are
not to become more radicalized, they
will need to be incorporated into an
economic zone that offers hope for the
future. The GCC can and must assume
that role. 

Yemen is strategically important, not
only for Saudi Arabia, but for the
world, because it is the only country on
the Arabian Peninsula from which oil
can reach the open seas without pass-
ing through a narrow strait - either the
Strait of Hormuz or the Suez Canal. To
endanger this passage is to endanger
the world economy's energy lifeline.

When considering Yemen's future,
therefore, the stakes could hardly be
higher.

Mai Yamani is an author whose most
recent book is "Cradle of Islam." THE
DAILY STAR publishes this commen-
tary in collaboration with Project
Syndicate (c) (www.project-syndi-
cate.org).

By: Nasr Taha Mostafa

FFor a year, we had been
wondering whether the
parliamentary elections
scheduled on April 27,
2009 would be conducted

on time or not. As time passed and still
no agreement was reached between
political partners, tensions increased
among us citizens even more that
among politicians. With the elections
approaching, dialogues were conduct-
ed to amend the election law. 

Political parties reached a final deci-
sion and only procedures of voting and
party representation to the Supreme
Commission for Elections and
Referendum (SCER) remained. People
sighed in relief as consensus meant
elections would be conducted peace-
fully. However, opposition parties were

late in naming their SCER representa-
tives, and the ghost of worry returned
among citizens. 

To confirm its seriousness in prepar-
ing for the elections, the ruling party
ordered nine of its prominent ministers
to resign in order to legally run as can-
didates in the elections. Opposition
parties organized rallies and popular
meetings to reject the elections, how-
ever not making clear whether they
would boycott them or not. 

In fact, many voices inside the ruling
party showed their concerns over the
possibility of it running in elections
alone. Not only would this provoke
political and security chaos, but also
might cause Yemen to lose the support
of the US and European Union, who
believe that Yemen stands out in the
Arab region for its democracy based on
real pluralism and contest.

President Saleh realizes these facts
well as he himself sponsored the dia-
logue between the two sides after many
elements of agreement had crystallized
between them. The two agreed on the
necessity to postpone the elections,
which the Americans and Europeans
encouraged, although by no more than
six months. 

The ruling party thought that elec-
tions should not be postponed by more
than a year, whereas the opposition
parties demanded two years to have
enough time to achieve many political
and constitutional reforms on political
and electoral system. Thus, the crisis
that had lasted for a year was solved in
ten days!

The five main parties in Yemen
approved the elections’ postponement
in the parliament through their parlia-
mentary blocs and demand for a consti-

tutional amendment to extend the cur-
rent parliament’s mandate for two
more years. This amendment would be
valid beginning from this past April if
three quarters of the parliament mem-
bers voted for it. 

The question here is whether our
country will benefit from the postpone-
ment despite it contradicting democrat-
ic norms. Postponement was necessary
to avoid potentially dangerous prob-
lems that could have threatened the sta-
bility of this poor country. 

There are many political, economic
and security problems that to be tack-
led in calm climates away from politi-
cal disagreements. Leaders of the gov-
ernment don’t hide their happiness at
the postponement, as this will enable it
to achieve many strategic projects it
has not been able to achieve during the
past period. 

These include the gas-fueled power
project, the reconstruction of Sa’ada
and the affected areas in Hadramout
due to flash floods, and the political
problems in some southern gover-
norates and Sa’ada. 

During the next two years, a difficult
dialogue will be conducted between
the ruling General People’s Congress
(GPC) and the Joint Meeting
Parties(JMP) on their visions on con-
stitutional amendments to reform the
political and electoral systems. 

The JMP wants parliamentary and
proportional list systems, whereas the
GPC prefers presidential and individ-
ual electoral systems. Other opposition
parties, such as the Yemen Sons
League, prefer a mixture between the
presidential and proportional list sys-
tems. 

Amid all these visions, there is a

deep crisis of trust between all parties.
Serious dedication and honesty are
needed to promote the nation’s
supreme interests over limited political
interests. Yemen should prioritize
economy and security, before any
political reforms. 

If the government doesn’t make the
best from the two-year postponement
to correct the administrative defects in
its structure, crystallize a complete
vision for a real climate of investment,
and tackle security problems that nega-
tively affect Yemen’s image abroad,
nothing will have changed for Yemenis
in two year’s time. 

This is something which all Yemenis
reject particularly after Al-Qaeda
recently attempted to resume its terror-
ist activities in the country. 

Source: newsyemen.net
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By: Abdul Rahman Al-Rashed

WWhen he called his
opposition seces-
sionist opponents
swine flu viruses,
President Ali

Abdullah Saleh did not know that he
was in fact praising them because this
means that they can spread very rapid-
ly, and move into any place, no matter
how protected or remote it may be,
and, on top of this, it is fatal. This is a
description of a successful opposition,
not a despicable one, as he wanted to
say in his mass rally speech. 

There are two types of opposition in
Yemen: an official opposition that has
pledged allegiance to the regime, and
that voices its views through
Parliament, the registered parties and
the authorized newspapers; and a sec-
ond opposition that is separatist and
rebellious against the whole regime,
and which is to be found in north
Yemen where the fight against the
Huthis is taking place. There is an
opposition in the south of the country
too, which is the one described by the
president as a dangerous virus. 

Whether the opposition is like a bout
of measles or swine flu, simple and
temporary or contagious and fatal,
what is happening in the south of
Yemen cannot be reduced to medical
terms, because it represents a situation
that would prove to be very dangerous
for the country if it is not tackled with

various remedies: First, with dialogue,
second with the investigation of local
complaints, and third through a com-
prehensive and genuine solution, not a
partial, temporary one. 

The situation of the regime is very
difficult, according to the president
himself, who has already warned that
the success of the separatists in the
south would divide the whole of
Yemen into several small warring
mini-states. He is right in his assess-
ment and in his warning. The president
has given the impression that Yemen is
going through a very serious situation,
which has prompted him to make such
pessimistic utterances. 

One does not need to be privy to
Yemeni details to realize the danger of
the situation there; it suffices for one to
look at the geographical neighborhood
of Yemen to find out that it is in the
vicinity of the disaster-stricken Horn of
Africa countries, and of the pirates'
sea; it is also a rallying point for
refugees from miserable Somalia,
which is in fact divided by civil war. 

The emergency situation in Yemen,
specifically in the south where sepa-
ratist calls have been revived, is
extremely serious because it can
exhaust and weaken the state every-
where in the country. Moreover, if ten-
sion escalates from Sada to Aden, and
if the country gets embroiled in a fight
against the Iran-backed Huthis in the
northern mountains, and in an attempt
to put an end to rebellion in the south-
ern plains, the situation will worsen,

and the army will have to carry out
large-scale military operations. As a
result, the state will find itself exhaust-
ed at a time when it needs every single
dollar to spend on basic services. 

I do not know whether there is a way
out of this situation other than negotia-
tions with the southerners, considering
that there are leaders among them, who
are committed to the protection of
unity and to staying within the frame-
work of the regime. Nonetheless, they
have claims that deserve to be heard, if
they serve public interest. Their politi-
cal participation should be widened,
and public services should be extend-
ed. The aim should be the protection of
Yemen as a whole, with an invigora-
tion of relations with a region which,
only a few years ago, was an independ-
ent state, and which, during the unifi-
cation, was promised that it would be
part of the unified state. 

The Yemeni president is expected to
take the initiative toward this end,
because he is the architect of Yemen's
modern history, and he is the one
behind the unity project. So, he is
required to protect unity, which means
putting forward new ideas, not just
enticing opposition leaders inside and
outside the country with promises of
senior posts

Abdul Rahman Al-Rashed the general
manager of Al -Arabiya television. Mr.
Al Rashed is also the former editor-in-
chief of Asharq Al- Awsat
Source : Asharq Al- Awsat

Saudi policy is vital to enhancing
the stability of Yemen

The Opposition and Swine Flu
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NBY honors
its employees
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NEW AT THE SANA'A
BRITISH SCHOOL

YEAR 12 and the AS
LEVELS

SBS will add Year 12 beginning in August 2009.
The program to be followed will be the University
of Cambridge's Advanced Subsidiary or AS Level.
The AS Level subjects are completed in one year
and are qualifications in their own right.  Many uni-
versities, especially those in this region of the
world, accept AS Levels for admission.  Parents
who are interested in enrolling their children in
Year 12 at SBS should contact the School at::

Administrative Office
Sana'a British School

e-mail: administrator@sbsyemen.org
telephone:  203 950

SANA'A BRITISH SCHOOL
PUPIL ENROLLMENT FOR

AUGUST 2009

The Sana'a British School (SBS) is now accepting
applications for enrollment for the 2009-2010 aca-
demic year.  SBS offers the British National
Curriculum (the National Curriculum of England
and Wales) to pupils aged 2 to 14.  Cambridge's
IGCSE and AS Levels are taught to students aged
15 through 18.  Interested families are encour-
aged to apply as soon as possible.  Application
forms, tuition rates, and other information are
available at the school or by telephone and e-mail.
Contact details are below.

Sana'a British School
No.18, St. 21 (off Nouakchott St.)

e-mail: administrator@sbsyemen.org
telephone:  203 950

SANA'A BRITISH SCHOOL
TEACHER AND TEACHER
ASSISTANT VACANCIES

for 2009-2010

Due to continued expansion and success, the
Sana'a British School has teacher and teacher
assistant vacancies for August 2009 in both the
Primary School and the Secondary School.
Required for teachers are: an undergraduate
degree in the teaching subject, teacher certifica-
tion, and proficiency in English.  Required for
teacher assistants are: experience working with
children, a willingness to contribute to instruction-
al planning and extra-curricular activities, and
good English language capabilities.  Please note
that the contract day is 7:30 until 3:15 daily.
Salaries and benefits are good.  The Sana'a
British School is in a period of exciting and rapid
development.  Those interested should apply by
e-mail with a covering letter, cv, and a list of refer-
ees to:

The Head Teacher Sana'a British School e-mail:
administrator@sbsyemen.org

telephone:  203 950

Sana'a British School
(SBS)

By: Ali Saeed

MM o h a m m e d
Abdullah Yahia
Al-Awami, a
Y e m e n i
businessman who

left Ethiopia to transfer his project in
steel waste recycling to Yemen, was
surprised recently when he went
broke after the president's office
banned the export of steel waste
materials.

The presidential decree banning
the export of steel waste, including
scrap iron, came after a ban on steel
exports at the beginning of 2004 that
made steel available in significant
quantities within domestic markets to
ease inflationary pressures.

However, the latest ban harmed
steel waste recycling factories in
Yemen. Investors in solid waste are
facing harsh new realities: dwindling
orders, production cuts, and layoffs.
Now about 25 percent of these
establishments are insolvent.

"I used to have a recycling project
in Ethiopia with a capital of USD
200,000,” said Al-Awami. “The
project there was good, but I used to

watch Yemen's television that
promotes investment in Yemen. The
television portrayed  investment as
very lucrative with more facilitation
from the government, so I decided to
move the project to Yemen to lessen
the risks of waste materials in my
homeland and invest my money at
the same time."

But Al-Awami no longer has the
USD 200,000. Now, he only has USD
40,000 left.

Al-Awami said he opened his solid
waste recycling plant in Sana'a in
May 2007.

It was successful and generated
revenue until “three months ago
when customs fees authorities
surprised us at the Hodiedah port by
preventing us from exporting the
recycled solid waste.”

Al-Awami added that customs
authorities informed him that the ban
came from the president's office.

"In my plant there were about 50
employees working with me, now I
have just two employees," said Al-
Awami.

Moreover, the deepening of the
global financial crisis and the sharp
drop in energy prices has forced
companies to scale back spending.

"Officials in the government stated
repeatedly that Yemeni businessmen
are not affected by the global
financial crisis, and that is ultimately
false," said Al-Awami.

"Before the crisis we used to sell
one ton of the recycled waste for
USD 420 and now we sell a ton for
USD 200 and sometimes USD 180."

Al-Awami’s waste recycling plant
is not the only one that was affected
by the ban on exporting solid waste
and the world financial crisis.

Recycling fish waste in Yemen has
also been affected by the financial
crisis, even though fishery waste
recycling can be lucrative and poses
less risk to the environment.

"These plants are specialized in
fishery waste recycling.

They collect the fish waste such as
fish heads, bones, skins and
intestines and then recycle it into
animal feed for poultries, cows,
sheep and goats through different
processes," said Hasan Al-Rajhi, the
owner of fishery waste recycling
plant in Hadramout.

"They first dry the waste and then
grind it into animal feed, and we sell
one ton of that for USD 600," added
Al-Rajhi.

"I opened a fish waste recycling
plant in 2004 in Hadramout and the
project continued for about four
years, but now the plant has been
stopped for around eight months after
diesel prices went up," stated Al-
Rajhi.

"I became unable to continue the
project because of the high price of
fuel and because there was no
governmental or private body to help
me finance the project," explained
the owner.

"The plant is well equipped with
all the industrial requirements, but
lacks the finances."

There are 20 licensed waste
recycling plants in Yemen with 500
employees working in the sector,
according to recent information from
the General Investment Authority.

There are many types of recycling
in Yemen including paper, metal,
plastic, scrap iron, and fish waste.
The first waste recycling plant that
the GIA licensed was in Sana'a  in
1995.

However, not all operating plants
are licensed and there are no
available statistics on how many non-
licensed recycling plants there are in
Yemen.

The financial crisis and the
governments’ decrees to absorb the
impacts of the crisis have not just
affected these factories.  The effects
extend to the basic level of the
recycling industry in Yemen, waste
junkyards.

"I opened a waste junkyard with a
capital of YR 100,000 in Sana'a. The
project continued for just two months
but I gave up after I heard that
exportation is banned. The financial
crisis affected me too, because no one
came to buy from me,'" said Naïf
Far'a, who was a junkyard owner and
is now bankrupted and a waste
collector.

Another junkyard owner who was
affected negatively by the
exportation ban is Ali Haza'a. He has
three junkyards in Sana'a, Taiz and
Lahj.

"I have three waste junkyards in
three governorates.

I used to have 80 employees
working in my yards, but after
exportation was banned we had to
downsize. Now there are only 15
employees working with me," said
Haza'a.

Reducing personnel was not the
only result of the ban for Haza'a. He
also lost money because he was
forced to sell purchased waste at
deeply reduced prices.

In Yemen, owners of these yards
sell collected waste to recycling
plants that either recycle it into new
products or export it.

"I used to sell a ton of iron for USD
300, but after exporting was banned I
had to sell the ton for USD 150 and
sometimes USD 75," explained
Haza'a, confirming that owners of the
junkyards are complaining nowadays
from insolvency due to the export
ban and the financial crisis.

"I was not the only one affected, I
know a lot of people like me and I
know about 1,500 people that became
idle after the ban was implemented,"
added Haza'a.

According to the US Environment
Protection Agency, recycling
provides around one million
manufacturing jobs and more than
USD 100 billion in revenue.

According to Arabic research
online by Dr. Ahmed Al-Maqwari,
titled “Recycling Industry
Investment Horizons and
Environment Protection,” the
recycling industry in Arab countries
presents many opportunities for
investment, but needs a proper
legislative framework to enable the
industry to develop.

The Yemen Times contacted the
Ministry of Industry and Trade for
comment on Yemen’s strategy for the
recycling industry and on what the
ministry has done for businessmen
who are now bankrupt due to the
export ban, but they did not respond.

25 Percent of Yemeni recycling
plants are insolvent

Yemenis use enormous quantities of plastic bags especially for Qat. The plastic along with other materials that could
be recycled is found in abundance at garbage dumps which are also considered an environmental hazard.

For a few riyals children cell junk metal to the recycling shops making a little income to support their families. Every
kilo of collected metal is worth 300 riyals.
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INVITATION FOR BID
ADEN REFINERY COMPANY (ARC) INVITES LOCAL CONTRACTORS CLASSIFIED
IN GRADE (1)AND FOREIGN CONTRACTING COMPANIES WHO CAN DEMONSTRATE
THAT THEY ARE SUITABLY QUALIFIED AND EXPERIENCED IN TURN-KEY PROJECTS

AS A PRIME CONTRACTOR TO SUBMIT BIDS FOR
CONSTRUCTION OF ADEN REFINERY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

• INTENDING BIDDERS MAY OBTAIN THE TENDER DOCUMENTS IN ENGLISH
LANGUAGE FROM THE PROJECT DEPARTMENT AT (ARC) HEADQUARTER, ADEN,
UPON PAYMENT OF NON-REFUNDABLE FEE     (500 USD)

• BIDDERS SHOULD SUBMIT THEIR SEALED OFFERS, ONE ORIGINAL + TWO
COPIES , TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS

ADEN REFINERY COMPANY
REFINER MANAGER, CHAIRMAN OF TENDER BOARD

LITTLE ADEN , ADEN
TEL: + 967 2 376258 FAX + 967 2 376600

BIDS MUST REACH THE HEADQUARTER OF (ARC) BEFORE 11:00 HOURS ON 1.9.2009
LATE BIDS WILL BE REJECTED
BIDS WILL BE OPENED IN THE PRESENCE OF BIDDERS REPRESENTATIVES WHO CHOSE
TO ATTEND AT 11:00 HOURS ON 1/9/2009
BIDS WILL BE PRETIMINARY QUALIFIED TO COMPLY WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS TO
TENDERERS 

• BID SECURITY IN THE SUM OF 2.5%  OF THE TENDER VALUE VALLD FOR 90
DAYS FROM THE DATE OF BIDS OPPENNING OBTAINED FROM A LOCALLY
REGSTERED BANK OR IN THE FORM OF A CERTIFIED CHECK.

• DETAILS OF SIMILAR PROJECTS CARRIED OUT WITHIN THE PAST FIVE YEARS
AS A PRIME  CONTRACTOR, DETAILS OF THE CLIENTS FOR WHOM THE WORK
WAS UNDERTAKEN 

THE LOCAL BIDDER SHALL ACCOMPANY BY HIS BID THE FOLLOWING
• CERTIFICATE OF GRADE(1) CONTRACTOR
• VALID TAX CARD
• VALID INSURANCE CARD
• VALID COMMERCIAL REGISTRY CERTIFICATE

FOREIGN BIDDER SHALL ACCOMPANY BY HIS BID THE FOLLOWING:
• A VALID COMPANY REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
• A VALID CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE.

THE SUCCESSFUL BIDDER WILL BE OBLIGED TO PAY A CITY SERVICES FEES IN THE
SUM OF 1% OF THE BID  VALUE A. ANY TAXES , DUTES, LEVEIS RELATED TO THE
WORKS SHALL BE PAID BY SUCCESSFUL CONTRACTOR TO ACCORDING  LAWS OF THE
REPUBLIC OF YEMEN
ARC WILL FACILITATE A SITE VISIT FOR CLIGIBLE BIDDERS UPON THEIR REQUEST ,
INTENDING BIDDERS MAY OBTAIN FURTHER INFORMATION FROM THE FOLLOWING
CONTACT ADDRESS ( SAT-WED 7:00a.m-4.00p.m.)

ADEN REFINERY COMPANY
MANAGER PROJECTS
LITTLE ADEN , ADEN

TEL : + 967 2 376231 FAX + 967 2 376600

±MUÆBW ́‡‡‡U±W �KLd… «��U�OW 
�LAdËŸ ¢AOOb ±�Mv  «ùœ«̧… «�FU±W �AdØW ±BU�w ́bÊ

¢FKs ®dØW ±BU�w ́bÊ�AdØU‹ «�LIUËô‹ «�L�KOW Ë«�LIUË�Os «�L�KOOs «�LBMHOs �w «�b§̧W(1) Ë«�AdØU‹

«_§M�OW «�L�ªBBW �w «�LAU̧¥l «ù�AUzOW  �Kbîu‰ �w «�LMUÆBW «�FU±W �LAdËŸ ¢AOOb ±�Mv  «ùœ«̧… «�FU±W �AdØW

±BU�w ́bÊ´Kv ¤Ê ¢�u�d �w «��NW «�L�Ib±W �KLMUÆBW «�LR�ö‹ Ë«�ª�d«‹ ØLIUË‰ ¸zOºw �KLAU̧¥l «ù�AUzOW

Ë«_´LU‰  Ë«_�ELW «�L�ªBBW «�LJLKW �NU.

¥LJs �Kd«̈�Os �w «��IbÂ �KLMUÆBW «��Bu‰ ́Kv «�L�LúW «�JU±KW �u£Uzo  «�LMUÆBW (°U�KGW «ù��KOe¥W ±s ¦œ«̧…

«�LAU̧¥l °AdØW ±BU�w ́bÊ  ±IU°q ̧ßr ËÆb¸Á(005œËô¸ ) ô¥dœ.

¥�r ¢Ib¥r «�FDU¡«‹ �w ±EU̧¥n ±ª�u±W ±s ¤Åq + �ºª�Os Æ�q «�ºÚW 11 Å�U•U ±s ¥uÂ «��ö£U¡ «�Lu«�o
(1/9/9002)́Kv «�FMu«Ê «��U�w

®dØW ±BU�w ́bÊ±b¥d «�LBU�w - ̧zOf ��MW «�LMUÆBU‹
¢KHuÊ 8526732769+  �UØf  0066732679+

ßO�r ��̀ «�LEU̧¥n °�Cu¸ ±MbË°w «�LIUË�Os Ë«�AdØU‹ «�L�Ib±W �KLMUÆBW ( •ºV ̧¨��Nr) Ë–�p �w «�ºÚW 11

Å�U•U ±s ¥uÂ «��ö£U¡ «�Lu«�o(1/9/9002)  Ë�s ¥�r ¦ß�öÂ ¤Í ́DU¡ ¥Bq °Fb «�LNKW «�L�bœ….

�s ¥MEd �w «�FDU¡«‹ «�LIb±W ±U�r ¢Js ±º�u�OW ��FKOLU‹ «�LMUÆBW Ë́Kv «�L�Ib±Os ¢ºOKr ́DU¡«¢Nr ±B�u°W °U�u£Uzo

«��U�OW.
¢Q±Os ¦°�b«zw ô¥Iq ́s 5.2 % ±s ÆOLW «�FDU¡ °u«ßDW {LU�W °MJOW ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰ �Lb… ô¢Iq ́s 021 ¥u±U ±s ¢U̧¥a

��̀ «�LEU̧¥n ¤Ë ®Op ±I�u‰ «�b�l ±s ¤•b «��Mu„ «�LF�Lb…

°OU�U‹ «�ª�d…  «�ºU°IW �w ¢MHOc «�LAU̧¥l «�LLU£KW îö‰ «�ªLf ßMu«‹ «�LU{OW ØLIUË‰ ̧zOºw Ë«��NU‹ «�LMHc… �NU

¢Kp «�LAU̧¥l.

´Kv «�AdØU‹ Ë«�LIUË�Os «�L�KOOs ¦̧�U‚ ́DU¡«¢Nr °LU¥Kw
®NUœ… «��BMOn �w «�b§̧W«_Ë�v ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰

«��DUÆW «�Cd¥�OW(ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰)«��DUÆW «��Q±OMOW(ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰)

®NUœ… ±e«Ë�W «�LNMW (ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰)

´Kv «�AdØU‹ «_§M�OW  ¦̧�U‚ ́DU¡«¢Nr °LU¥Kw
®NUœ… ¢Q±Os(ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰)

®NUœ… «�º�q «���U̧Í(ßU̧¥W «�LHFu‰)Í

¥K�eÂ ÅU•V «�FDU¡ «�HUze °U�LMUÆBW °b�l 1% ±s ÆOLW «�FDU¡ ØdßuÂ  ¢�ºOs «�L�U�EW , ØLU¥K�eÂ °ºb«œ ¤¥W {d«zV

¤Ë ̧ßuÂ ±d¢�DW °�MHOc  «�LAdËŸ Ë°�ºV «�Iu«�Os «�MU�c… �w «��LNu¸¥W «�OLMOW.

�öß�HºU̧ ¤Ë «��ºOo �e¥U̧… «�LuÆl ¤£MU¡ ¦́b«œ «�FDU¡«‹ �ö¢BU‰ °U�FMu«Ê «��U�w:(«�º�X ¦�v «ô¸°FU¡ ±s «�ºÚW

Å�U•U7 ¦�v 4B́d«)

®dØW ±BU�w ́bÊ- ±b¥d ¦œ«̧… «�LAU̧¥l
¢KHuÊ 1326732769+ �UØf 0066732769+

«��LNu¸¥W «�OLMOW
Ë“«̧… «�‡‡‡LOUÁ Ë«��‡‡‡‡‡O�t

«�LRß‡‡‡ºW «�L�‡‡‡KOW �K‡‡‡LOUÁ Ë«�B‡‡‡‡d· «�B‡‡‡‡�w - ¥±U�‡‡W «�FUÅ‡‡‡‡‡‡‡Lt

©K‡‡V §°‡‡‡b«¡ «�d̈‡‡‡‡�W �w ¢‡‡Ib¥‡‡‡r «�ª‡‡‡‡b±‡‡‡U‹ ¥ôß�‡‡‡‡AU̧¥t ù´‡‡‡‡b«œ «��B‡‡‡U±O‡‡‡‡r«�‡‡‡MNUz‡‡‡‡Ot
ËË£‡‡‡OI‡‡‡W «�L‡‡‡MUÆB‡‡t Ë«ô®‡‡‡d«· ́K‡‡v «��‡‡MHO‡‡‡‡‡c

1- •‡BK‡X «��‡LN‡u¸¥W «�O‡LMOW ́Kv Æd÷ ±s «�B‡MbË‚ «�F‡d°w �û�LU¡ «ôÆ�BUœÍ Ë«ô§�LÚw ��Lu¥q ¢JU�On
±AdËŸ ®�JU‹ «�Bd· «�B�w / «_´LU‰ «ùß�AU̧¥t �L�DW ±FU��W ±OUÁ «�Bd· «�B�w «��b¥bÁ, Ëßu·
¥�r ¢ªBOh §e¡ ±s «��Lu¥q ��GDOW ́Ib îb±U‹ «ß‡�AU̧¥t �LA‡‡dËŸ ±�D‡W ±FU�‡�W ±O‡UÁ «�B‡‡d·
«�B‡‡�w «��‡‡b¥bÁ Ë¦́Uœ… «ß‡‡�ªb«Â «�LO‡‡UÁ «�LFU�‡‡�t ØU��‡‡‡U�w

¤�Ld•Kt «_Ë�v : ¦́b«œ «��BU±Or «�MNUzOt ËË£Uzo «�LMUÆBW.
«�Ld•KW «��U�Ot : «ù®d«· ́Kv ¢MHOc «�LAdËŸ.

2- ¢b́u Ë“«̧… «�LOUÁ Ë«��O�W ±L�Kt °U�LRßºW «�L�KOW �KLOUÁ Ë«�Bd· «�B�w - ¤±U�W «�FUÅLt §LOl «�AdØU‹
Ë«�LJU¢V «ôß�AU̧¥W «�bË�Ot  �K�F�Od ́s «��LU±NU Ë¢Ib¥r Ë£UzINU ô��U“ «�ªb±U‹ «�LcØu¸Á ¤́öÁ . ¥�V ́Kv
«�AdØU‹ «�LN�LW ¢Ib¥r «�u£Uzo (�AdÁ ¢Fd¥HOt - ËÅn _´LU‰ ±LU£Kt ÆU±X °NU «�AdØt - ¢u{Ò �JHU¡…
«ôß�AU̧Í «�L�IbÂ Ë«�JUœ¸ «�FU±q �b¥t) Ë¥HCq «�AdØU‹ «��w �b¥NU «z�ö· ±l ®dØU‹ «ß�AU̧¥t ́d°Ot
Ë±�KOt.

3- ß‡u· ¥�‡r «î�‡OU̧ «�A‡dØ‡t ´K‡v ±FU¥‡Od «�B‡MbË‚ «�F‡d°w �û�LU¡ «ôÆ�BUœÍ Ë«ô§�LÚw Ë�u«z‡̀
«��‡LN‡u¸¥‡W «�O‡LMO‡W (ey.vog.bth.www) .

4- ¥LJs «��Bu‰ ́Kv ±FKu±U‹ «{U�Ot �w ¤ËÆU‹ «�bË«Â «�dßLw ±s «�LRßºW «�L�KOW �KLOUÁ Ë«�Bd· «�B�w
´Kv «ùö́Ê «�Lu{` ¤ßHq �c« «ùö́Ê.

5- ¥‡�V ¢º‡KOr �º‡ª�Os ±s Ë£Uz‡o ¦°b«¡ «�d̈‡�W ¦�v «�F‡Mu«Ê «�L‡u{‡̀ ¤ß‡Hq «ùö́Ê �w ±úb ¤Æ‡B‡UÁ «�º‡Ú‡W
21 ±‡s ¥‡uÂ «��ö£U¡ 03 ¥u�O‡u 9002Â.

±J�V ±b¥d «�LAdËŸ
«�LRßºW «�L�KOW �KLOUÁ Ë«�Bd· «�B�w - ¤±U�W «�FUÅLt
«��B�W - §u«̧ Ë“«̧… «�B�W «�FU±t Ë«�ºJUÊ
’.» : 9562¢KHuÊ : 6560321769+�UØf :6560321769+6 -

¥�V ¤Ê ¢ALq Ë£Uzo «°b« «�d̈�W ́Kv §LOl «�u£Uzo «�LcØu¸Á ¤́öÁ ¤Ë ́Kv «_Æq «�u£Uzo «��U�OW:
¥¢Ib¥r �Ad«‹ ¢Fd¥HOt •b¥�t ́s «�AdØt ((±l ¤¥W ±d�IU‹)).

¥î�dÁ ô ¢Iq ́s ́Ad ßMu«‹ ØAdØt «ß�AU̧¥t .

¥î�dÁ �U§�W _Ø�d ±s îLf ßMu«‹ �w «��BLOr Ë«ù�AU¡ ¤Ê ¢JuÊ «�AdØt Æb �Hc‹ ±AdË́Os –«‹ ©�OFt
Ë•�r ±AU°t Ë¥HCq ¤Ê ¥JuÊ –�p �w «�OLs ¤Ë �w «�LMDIt.

¥¢Ib¥r ̧ßUzq ¢eØOt ±s ¤̧°U» ́Lq •U�OOs «ËßU°IOs .

Republic of Yemen
Ministry of Water and Environment

Sana’a Water Supply & Sanitation Local Corporation

Consultancy Services for Preparation of Detailed Design and
Tender Document, and Construction Supervision

Invitation for Expressions of Interest

1. The Republic of Yemen, has received a Credit from the Arab Fund for Economic and Social
Development (AFESD) towards the cost of Sana’a Wastewater network project/ Sana’a Wastewater
Treatment Plant, and intends to apply part of the proceeds of this credit to payments under the contract
for “consulting services for Sana’a New Wastewater Treatment Plant and Effluent Reuse Project”.
as the following;

Phase 1 : preparation of Detailed Design and tender document, and  
Phase II: Construction Supervision, 

2. Through Sana’a Water Supply & Sanitation Local Corporation, the Ministry of Water and Environment
now invites the eligible international consulting firms to indicate their interest in providing the above
services. Interested consultants must provide information indicating that they are qualified to perform the
services (brochures, description of similar assignments, experience in similar conditions, availability of
appropriate skills among staff etc.) Joint venture or association among foreign, Arab and local
consulting firms is encouraged. 
3. A consultant (or a joint venture/association) will be selected in accordance with the  procedures set out
in the Arab fund and Government of Yemen Guidelines (www.htb.gov.ye . 
4. Interested consultants may obtain further information between 09:00 hrs and 14:30 hrs at the address
shown below. 
5. Two copies of the EOI must be delivered to the address below not later than 12:00 hours (Yemen
Standard Time) on TUE. June 30, 2009.  Office of the Project Director 

Sana’a Water Supply & Sanitation
Local Corporation Al-Hasaba Street. AL-Idha’a Road B.O.Box 2659
Beside the Ministry of Public Health & Population
Al-Hasaba.
Sana’a, Republic of Yemen
Phone + 967 1230656
Fax     + 967 1230656

6. The minimum requirement for short listing of any consulting firm (joint venture or association) is: 
• Submission of the latest Company’s prospectus (with attachments if necessary); 
• Successful experience as a consulting firm for at least ten (10) years. Additionally, a specific

requirement is to have successful experience as a consulting firm over the last five (5) years in the
Design and supervision of at least two (2) projects each of a similar nature and size, preferably
in Yemen or the region; and 

• References from previous or ongoing clients.
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AA s an Islamic society, Yemen faces many controversial
opinions about sensitive topics, especially those related to
women. One of these topics is women at work. Opinions
about this issue differ from one person to another,
sometimes even within the same family. That is why we see

many women working outside of the home, and at the same time, many are
deprived this right.

In this article, I am not for or against a particular attitude, but I remain
neutral and attempt to shed light on the topic as a matter of reflecting on
Yemeni culture. I also attempt to present new ideas for readers to think
about, give their viewpoints, and make their own decisions on the issue.

The idea of women working in Yemen is not completely rejected by
society, nor is it completely welcomed, especially in some rural and tribal
areas. Those that accept it and those that reject it have their reasons. Of
course, dear readers, if you have other reasons for or against the topic, I
would be happy to write about them.

Let us start with those who accept and encourage women to work.
Cultured families believe that for women, education is a must. For those
families, a woman should study in order to improve her skills and widen
her horizons. Such families encourage their daughters to work.

They think it is necessary for women to work for several reasons. The
first reason is that working women have self-dependence. This self-
dependence is not only financial, but also personal. A working woman,
they think, can manage many things in her life. She can make decisions
and face challenges. She feels safe if she is married or single. She does not
live in fear that her father, husband or brother may pass away, or she may
get divorced.

A working woman is sometimes an important source of money for the
family. Some families depend mainly on the incomes of their daughters,
especially if the fathers are too old to work, or the sons are too young. Such
daughters work hard to provide needs for the home, and even when they
get married they continue to support to their families. In these cases,
women make their families secure, and protect them from the social and
financial challenges.

Another reason to encourage woman work is the social status that the
working women have in society. Some families are honored if they have
educated daughters with career opportunities. They think that the success
of their daughters in their education and work reflects the success and the
well-being of the family as a whole.

Some families, however, reject the idea of women working outside of
the home. Some of them accept the idea of women’s education, but
completely reject the idea of women working, and they have reasons.

The first reason is that some families believe that women working
outside the home shames the whole family. In these families, men are
responsible for all outside needs. They do not accept the idea of women
working, even if they need financial support. They will make all men in the
household work, even the children, rather than allowing a woman to work.

Other families believe women working is a moral negative. For them,
women must be kept at home in order to avoid immoral behaviors. When
women work, they are in contact with men, which is inherently immoral.
For such families, women are best kept at home because it saves them from
men.

Some families think that a woman’s place is only the kitchen. They think
women are responsible for children and other home duties. That is enough
for her, and she can perform her duties perfectly well at home. For this
reason, we find many families do not reject women working entirely, but
prefer them to stay at home.

These are some perspectives about women working outside of the home.
I am sure there are many other viewpoints on this topic. Such viewpoints
can offered by you, dear readers, so that the issue can be discussed from all
the sides.

Maged Thabet Al-Kholidy is a contributing opinion writer from Taiz. He
holds an MA in English, and is the former editor of Taiz University’s
English-language magazine.

Women work,
different prospective
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By: Mohammad Yousuf Naqash
mohammadyousufnaqash@gmail.com

WW hy the communal
tensions? Why
r a c i a l
d i s c r i m i n a t i o n ?
Why are people’s

and nations confronting? Why the lust
for territorial aggrandizement and
subjugation of people’s? Why the
tendency of over powering weak?
Why the tussle between have’s and
have-not’s, Privileged and
unprivileged? When mankind is
naturally born free from all these
devilish acts with Divine obligations
and duties.

Actually the present world is not the
one of Allah’s plan and Liking. Allah
Almighty the super natural power and
absolute, unlimited and unchanged
politico – spiritual authority of the
whole universe planned the habitation
of human beings all over the world
with different religions, cultures,
lingual, racial, complexional and
territorial labels and identities after
creating and crafting them social
animals and by virtue of this natural
instinct made them socially
interdependent.

Under this natural compulsion the
human beings irrespective of differing
labels and identities constitute the
uniqueness in the shape of global
society on the values like peace,

justice, compassion, rationalism,
humanism, tolerance, pluralism and
brotherhood.

This inherently designed human
integration by natural arrangement can
neither be disintegrated nor
destabilized.

Actually man’s immortification in
violation of natural arrangement is the
result of above referred anti-human
and anti-nature tendencies reflecting
satanic mindsets and misdeeds.
Instead of submitting to the
commandments of Allah Almighty
mankind generally accepted the
servitude of carnal desires and opted to
serve and worship these.

This provoked in him the pretext for
the expression of hatred, enmity,
confrontation and divisiveness and
helped in disintegrating the concept of
global society and segmented
humanity and demarcated territories.
Human being has been send to this
world with a specific objective.

Holy Quoran states that Almighty
Allah designated the top position to
mankind above all creations of the
world and bestowed in him the
wisdom and sensitivity and at the same
time assigned him the responsibility of
managing world affairs so that he can
work for the betterment welfare and
reformation of humanity.

Promote good and eradicate evil.
This is the message of Islam, and same
is taught by other religions about the

human objective.
But unfortunately we deviated from

this right path shown by our respective
religions and this deviation instigated
us towards wrong and devilish. The
result is we ignored our religious
teachings.

The most unfortunate fact is that we
are behaving like brutes and
shamelessly committing these devilish
deeds without any fear and equally
disgusting is our misinterpretation of
religious teachings to justify these evil
acts right by one way or the other.

Our conscience has died. We are
worse than beasts killing humanity on
one or the other pretext. The pretexts
keep on changing as per the desires
and demands of our immortification.

The humanity of all sorts is paying
heavy costs for sustaining
immortification in the shape of satanic
acts like killings, massacres, wars,
communal riots, racial
discriminations, injustices, hate
crimes, socio economic disparities.

If we all really want to serve the
objective of Allah Almighty then we
have to change ourselves, we have to
think in terms of brotherhood, mutual
co-existence and interdependence of
whole global society which includes
all human beings of all nations, all
territories, all religions, races and all
languages.

We have to accept that we all are
equal before Allah Almighty and most

revered is the righteous. We have to
keep in mind that Allah Almighty has
created all of us from one pair Adam
and Eve.

We have to purify our conscious and
sub conscious thinking to make it in
conformity with the commandments of
Allah Almighty so that we are ready to
pursue for Divine arrangement of the
whole world. For achieving this noble
mission

Whole humanity has to work
collectively in order to restructure and
reshape the present day world. So that
there are no further aggressions, no
communal riots, no violent acts, no
hate crimes, no racial, social and
economic discriminations and
exploitations.

Nationality should not impede the
way of human welfare and
development. Borders should be
managed in such a way as are
irrelevant, and permit the free access
to every where.

The heads of the countries should
think themselves the promoters of
peace and reformers of the humanity.
Nations should work as the diversified
part of global human society.

Peace justice liberty, brotherhood,
tolerance equal socio-economic
development of the humanity should
be the policy of government and
peoples. This whole world belongs to
Allah Almighty. We all need to bear
this in mind.

Islam teaches nobility, humanity

By: Joe Bialek
jgbialek2@roadrunner.com

FF irst, and most importantly,
Mr. Cheney needs to move
on with his life’s work. Like
it or not, the election of 2008
is over and the people have

spoken.

Continuing such a debate between
current and former national leaders only
complicates foreign policy by
compromising {at least the appearance
of} U.S. intentions.

Terrorism is defined as the use of
violence, torture, or physical
intimidation by a group or organization
as a means of forcing others to satisfy its

demands.
The war on terrorism between the

United States and the terrorists is a
conflict never experienced before in
American history. Some would argue
that the guerrilla tactic used by both
sides in the Vietnam war is the same
kind of tactic employed by the United
States and the terrorists.

The difference, however, is that the
military tactic employed by the terrorists
is a corrupt evolution from guerrilla to
terror (from non-conventional to non-
ethical). In so-doing, the terrorist
willfully surrenders any protections of

citizenship or statehood.
Further, they are not representative of

the Arab states nor of the Muslim
religion but rather are some sort of cult
that satisfies it’s blood lust by killing
people.

If they did represent an established
country, the United States would be at
war with that country. This,
however, was the mistake made
with Iraq where we should not have
invaded to begin with.

Now it is a haven for terrorists and no
longer a check on Iran in the Middle
Eastern balance of power.

Unfortunately, however, the U.S. is
not willing to take the war on terrorism
to the appropriate level. In the movie
“Untouchables”, Jim Malone advises
Elliot Ness that “when dealing with the
Mafia, if they send one of your’s to the
hospital, you send one of their’s to the
morgue” and then asks “what are you
prepared to do?” Perhaps a more
appropriate question should be what
would Machiavelli suggest?

The U.S. military needs to withdraw
all conventional forces immediately
from Iraq.

The whole premise for going to war
with that country was to disarm it of its’
supposed weapons of mass destruction
(which the U.S. sold them). I supported
the war effort because I believed the
Bush Administration was telling the
truth.

Unfortunately, it appears the
American people were deceived into
fighting a war for oil and almost 5,000
crack U.S. troops have been killed (and
50,000 crippled) helping to promote
greed rather than defend the homeland.

Once the military withdraws, it can
regroup and reformulate better combat
tactics to be used in the war on
terrorism. Accordingly, the U.S. needs to
begin training anti-terrorist cells (with
Arabic code names that translate into al-
gabang, al-gaboom, al-gablast etc)
primarily made up of the elite special
forces group: Delta Force. These cells
will be sent into countries like Saudi
Arabia, Iraq, Iran, Syria, Libya for the
express purpose of covert operations to
find, kill and terrorize all pro-terrorist
cells.

As for prisoners, instead of water
boarding they should be drugged with a
“truth serum” such as sodium pentathol
until they provide needed information
and then be executed.

Frankly, they forfeited their legal
rights once they committed an act of
terror.

At the end of the day when the
terrorist comes home to find his family
and house blown to smithereens, he may
begin to re-consider the consequences of
his actions.

Unfortunately, innocent family
members of these terrorists will have to
face the same fate many U.S. citizens
did on September 11, 2001 as well as
those American troops torchered, killed
or wounded {without the due process of
a trial}. The question that remains
before the American people however is
what are YOU prepared to do?

Islam teaches nobility, humanity

By: Saleh Al-Kaladi

OO ne night, when I was
walking among the
trees of my village’s
forest, I heard some
strange and

unrecognizable sounds coming from
all around me. As time passed, the
sounds increased rapidly and I
resolved to stop walking for a while
to investigate.

As soon as I stopped, I was
surprised because the sounds stopped
too. So I decided to keep walking, and
not pay attention to imaginary
sounds. After walking for about two
minutes, I heard the sounds again. But
they were more fearful than before. I
gave up walking.

With a mind full of horror, I
shouted, “Who is there? Is there
anybody?”  No one answered. My
body begun to shiver and my heart
beat rapidly. I felt as if something had
captured my tongue.

After exactly five minutes, without
warning, my body stopped like a
stone and I could not breathe. I tried
to shout and move but all my
endeavors were in vain. During those
unbearable minutes, the matter begun
to emerge clearly when I saw an old
and strange man coming towards me.

“He looks like the man who died
two years ago.” This is what came to
my mind at that moment.

As the man kept walking up to me
I could see him carrying a knife in his
hand. The knife shocked me; it
appeared to be covered with blood. I
tried to escape, but I could not move.
No sooner did he approach me, then
he aimed his knife at my chest
directly. At that moment, I realized
that my life was finished.

Suddenly, before the knife touched
my body, the phone rang and the
dream was interrupted.

It was not merely a dream, but a
nightmare that will never be
forgotten.

Unlamented Death

This letter is in response to the articles written about the War
on Terror debate between United States President Obama and
former Vice-President Cheney.
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THE YEMEN MODERN SCHOOL
VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT

TEACHING POSITION
The Yemen Modern School, established in 1991, is a bilingual educational 
institution which caters to the needs of able students in both Arabic and 
English Sections.
The English Section of the follows the Checkpoint, IGCSE and AS-Level 
syllabuses, as well as the Ministry of Education syllabus, providing extra-
curricular activities in English for the students.To Keep up this trend, we 
are recruiting teachers for both English and Arabic Section. 
For the coming academic year, we are accepting applications for the fol-
lowing subjects:
 •       English Language
 •       Mathematics
 •       Sciences (Biology, Chemistry, Physics)
 •       Information and Communication Technology
 •       Arabic Language
 •       Islamiyat
 •       Qur’an
 •        History

Applicants to the English Section should be motivated and creative teach-
ers, preferably with a minimum of five years teaching experience, three of 
which are with IGCSE or similar syllabuses.
Interested candidates are encouraged to visit the school, located behind 
the Shahran Hotel, to complete an application, including a copy of their 
Curriculum Vitae. Alternatively, candidates can contact the school for 
more information:

The Yemen Modern School
P.O Box 13335

Sana’a
Republic of Yemen 

Phone: 425 715, 423 825
Fax:  425 720

كوبون للاعلانات الشخصية المجانية  )كل الاعلانات الشخصية بدون أي مقابل(

❏   بيع       ❏  شراء       ❏  إيجار    ❏  إستئجار   ❏ طلب وظيفة   ❏  وظائف شاغرة       ❏ غير ذلك
تفاصيل الاعلان: ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

عنوان التواصل: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 قص هذا الكوبون وارسله إلى صحيفة يمن تايمز  على فاكس 268276  او على صندوق بريد  2579 - صنعاء 
لمزيد من المعلومات اتصل ب )ت 268661/2/3(  

للإعلان في هذه الصفحة يرجى الإتصال على الرقم التالي 268661 /01 وإرسال الإعلانات المجانية على فاكس01/268276     



By: Nadia Al-Sakkaf

WWith the June 10
deadline for new
Fulbright applica-
tions approaching,
interested students

have their fingers crossed and their
anticipation reaching sky high, hoping
they will be one of the selected few. 

The opportunity to receive a fully-
funded scholarship to get a master’s
degree from a respectable university in
the US is a dream for many ambitious
Yemeni youth, especially because
returning students have proved that the
experience is worthwhile in many
ways.

“My career has benefitted a lot from
this program. It opened many doors for

me. Since I returned, I have worked at
Aden Community College,
AMIDEAST-Aden and Sana’a, Lahj
College of Education, University of
Applied Sciences, Lebanese
International University, and recently I
was accepted in the Diplomatic Corps
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. I
look forward to serving my country
here and overseas,” said Hussein Al-
Ashwal, who did his master’s in
Teaching English as a Second/Foreign
Language in 2005.

Mohammed Hamdani, a 2004
Fulbright scholar in Ethnic-Specific
American Literature and Literary
Theories, explained that the program
helped him mature intellectually and
develop a new understanding of life-
related issues. 

“It was the focal reason I built up an
appreciation for my family, country
and friends. Furthermore, I am more
understanding of other cultures and

willing to bridge gabs
between such cultures,” he
said.

But as Walker Murray,
the cultural affairs officer
at the US Embassy in
Yemen explains, it is not
that easy to be accepted.
The number of scholar-
ships each year is not lim-
ited, but last year only five
students were accepted.

“The main challenge for
Yemeni applicants is not
the leadership skills. It is
rather the TOEFL lan-
guage and GRE tests,”
said Murray.

To be accepted, candi-
dates must score at least
550 points on the TOEFL.
The required GRE score is
dependent on the special-
ization and the school the
candidate is applying for.

Hamdani admits that the
application process was

“grueling with a lot of ups and downs
but that is understood because it is a
process of refining the selection till the
cream of the crop is left.”

“As to the candidates,”  he contin-
ued, “They’ve got to have very good
GPAs at college and stay focused on
the requirements to be a Fulbright
nominee and then a grantee. So plan-
ning for being a Fulbrighter should
start when in college, and should allow
enough time to build the necessary
GPA for acceptance. Additionally, they

have to study well for the
International TOEFL and GRE
or GMAT.”

Al-Ashwal did not think the
application process was as dif-
ficult, but he agreed that poten-
tial candidates should take
English courses and have an
idea of how they want to
improve their country when
they return. They should devel-
op clear and specific short and
long-term goals, he said.

Fulbright is a prestigious
exchange program that the US
conducts that gives  people
from around the world the
opportunity to get a master’s
degree in the US. It aims to
increase the skills of the next
generation of leaders and to
give them tools to solve prob-
lems that their countries, and
the rest of the world, confront
in the 21st Century.

Some Yemeni students,
especially those who had never
been abroad, suffer from a cul-

tural shock when going from Yemen to
the States, and again when returning
home.

Al-Ashwal explains that the culture
shocks could play a positive role in
developing the candidates’ personali-
ties. Unlike many people who return to
Yemen and start criticizing everything,
he prefers to see the glass half-full,
rather than half empty, he explained.
He looks at the bright side and tries to
do something, no matter how little, to
fix the bad around him. 

“In the States, I learned that we
should always ask ourselves about
what we have done for our country
instead of asking about what the coun-
try has done for us,” he said.

During their studies, many Yemenis
develop new perspectives on life and
start thinking in a constructive way
about how they can clearly identify the
problems in their society and work for
positive  change.

“We want to help train future leaders
and increase mutual culture understat-
ing between Yemen and the United
States. These students understand the
American society, and would serve as
ambassadors of the American people in
Yemen,” said Murray.

Al-Ashwal  added, “Besides learn-
ing about the American culture,
Fulbrighters get to clarify some of the
misconceptions Americans have about
their [the students’] country and cul-
ture.”

Studying in the US is just the begin-
ning

Because of the nature of the
Fulbright program, it is mostly limited
to humanitarian and public specializa-
tions excluding the fields of medicine,
dentistry, engineering, computer sci-
ence and pharmacy. 

The logic behind this, according to
Murray, is that the focus of the scholar-
ship is to develop leaders to think of
problems holistically and not only on
the professional level. The graduates
will return to Yemen with more than
just a professional degree, they will
have developed skills in problem solv-
ing, civil society and in other areas.
The other reason is that the US wants
to push for education in underserved
fields, he said.  Finally, the Fulbright
program is only for two years, and it is
not possible to get a degree in medicine
or a similar disciplines in such a short
time. 

For those candidates who are select-
ed, the study includes community serv-
ice projects in the States in fields such
as press freedom, environmental
issues, children rights and social jus-
tices. 

Students also interact with people
and organizations outside the universi-
ty boundaries. The community service
component obliges the students to do
research and visit communities, organ-
izations or companies to develop a bet-
ter understanding of their work, and
build bridges between the US and their
own countries.

During the application process, per-
sonnel from AMIDEAST help candi-
dates clarify their field of interest and
work with them until they are admitted
to the universities. When they return to
Yemen, the students become part of the
Fulbright Alumni who are invited to
events hosted by the embassy. 

“We consider the participation in the
Fulbright program as a lasting relation
and we are ready to support these grad-
uates to enable them to put into reality
the skills they gained from their study,”
explained Murray.
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Yemen’s first and most widely-read English-language newspaper

Yemeni Fulbright scholars: Testimonies of success

EEvery year a num-
ber of Yemeni
youth get the
opportunity to do
their master’s in

the United States through the
Fulbright Scholarship Program.
They come back with new
knowledge and awareness of dif-
ferent cultures and more impor-
tantly, through a life-changing
experience, the a desire to make
Yemen a better place.

How can you apply?
Interested candidates must submit
their complete applications before
June 10 to the AMIDEAST office in
Sana’a, Aden or Mukalla. Applicants
must be Yemenis residing in Yemen
with a bachelor’s degree at least one
year prior to application, have good
grades, have at least two years work
experience and strong English skills.
For more information contact
sanaa@amideast.org (01-400279 /
711416660) or aden@amideast.org (
02-235069/711421313) or
mukalla@amideast.org (05-371560)

4 U

Murray:
These students understand the American
society, and would serve as ambassadors of the
American people in Yemen.

Al-Ashwal:
I am so grateful to my parents and brothers
and sisters and professors at Radford
University and AMIDEAST and YALI: col-
leagues, staff and students for helping me
become who I am today.

Hamdani:
This is one of the most prestigious programs. A lot of the Yemeni leaders
nowadays are Fulbright alumni. The program offered them a lot, and now
they are giving back to the community


